FORTITUDE
Maximum Strength G.I. Protection
WHAT IT IS:


Super concentrated immune-boosting proteins to enhance gut health

WHY YOU NEED IT:








Important for patients with acute and chronic gut diseases and infections,
including C. diff, E. coli
Supports patients with gastroenteritis, IBS, SIBO, Leaky Gut, colitis, and autoimmune diseases
Fast acting, all-natural and extremely well tolerated
Targets patients with gut toxicity and bacterial overgrowth
Great for patients with stomach and intestinal inflammation
Good for patients needing to reduce bad gut bacteria, yeast, and toxins
Free of dairy, gluten, corn, yeast and artificial colors and flavors

HOW IT HELPS:
Doctors now know that a healthy body starts with a healthy gut. But keeping your
intestines healthy is very hard given our constant exposure to unhealthy bacteria,
allergens and dietary toxins like pesticides, preservatives and other chemicals.
Collectively these bad bugs and unholy toxins work tirelessly to breakdown the gut
barrier that is essential to our intestinal health and our immune system. Since 60% to
70% of our immune system lines our intestinal tract, these unwanted bacterial and toxic
triggers can chronically provoke the immune system, leading to auto-immune diseases
such as Lupus, Rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, and Ulcerative Colitis.
The powerfully concentrated immune proteins of Fortitude have been shown in clinical
trials to remove unhealthy bacteria, yeast, and environmental toxins while supporting a
gut microbiome of beneficial bacteria. Unlike broad spectrum antibiotics and universal
binders (like clay and charcoal), Fortitude’s naturally ‘smart’ immune proteins selectively
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target only unwanted microbes and toxins, leaving the good bacteria and dietary
nutrients untouched.
When you need to get your healthy belly back, Fortitude should be part of a treatment
strategy that also includes proper diet, probiotics, and gut healing herbs and vitamins.
Usual dosage: Take one scoop of Fortitude Maximum Strength twice daily in four (4)
ounces of water or any beverage of your choice.
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